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micRun precision collets from Rego-Fix
Better than 3 µm concentricity

Clamping plays a significant role in the concentricity and service life of drilling and milling tools and
this is the case for tools with a small diameter in particular. In addition to the tool, the accuracy and
the surface quality of the geometries to be machined also plays an important role in exact tool clamping. Up to now, tools with diameters between 1 and 10 mm were predominantly clamped in standard (ER) collets. This clamping system has proven itself to be economical and universal around the
world. However, it was originally designed to quickly and securely clamp larger tools with diameters
of between 5 and 25 mm. It therefore does not always meet the special requirements of high concentric accuracy with a lower µm.
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Designed for small tools and high speeds
Manufacturing shops work significantly better with the micRun clamping system that was developed
by Rego-Fix, Tenniken (Switzerland), than with standard collets. It is based on the functional principle
of the classic collet but has a number of special features and therefore significant benefits compared
to ER collets. Among other things, the MR collet and the clamping nut are carefully co-ordinated in
the micRun clamping system. This guarantees an entire system concentricity of ≤ 3 µm with a 3xD
projecting length. This high concentric quality can be repeated and is retained reliably even if drilling
and milling tools are clamped and released several times. Clamped drilling and milling tools are perfectly aligned. Exact bore diameters and aligned holes can therefore be manufactured. Exact concentricity plays a decisive role in the quality of holes, particularly when machining using tools with small
diameters. Furthermore, the high concentric precision reduces wear on the cutting edges. This ensures significantly longer service lives for the tools.
Low vibration and quiet
Another special feature of the micRun clamping system is the clamping nut that is smoothed cylindrically all around the outside. When compared to common ER collets, there are significantly fewer
air vortices on it, especially at high speeds. On the one hand, the micRun clamping system therefore
runs significantly quieter than clamping systems with the common, grooved clamping nuts. On the
other hand, no vibrations can occur to impair rotation and centring for small drilling and milling tools.

Clamp with repeated accuracy
The micRun clamping system runs with process reliability and repetitive accuracy, as its clamping nut
that is smooth on the outside is tightened and released using a special torque spanner. A tightening
torque is specified for each collet size (MR11, MR16, MR25, MR32). As a result, the exact concentricity
of ≤ 3 µm and the maximum transferable torques are achieved reliably in each clamping process. As
the MR collet’s hole is smoothed with high precision, the transferable torques on the tool shaft beat
the torques that are common for ER collets by up to 50 percent. MR collets are suitable for drilling
and milling tools made of solid carbide and HSS with a shaft diameter of between 1 and 20 mm in
h6 (preferred) tolerances but also up to h11. The versions with fine threads have significant benefits
for collets with small diameters. The clamping nut is guided exactly without twisting when tightening.
It axially presses the collet very evenly using the taper. The clamped tool therefore remains exactly
aligned and works with a concentricity of ≤ 3 µm.
For high-pressure ICF and deep immersion
The versions with a slim clamping nut and equipment for internal coolant feed (ICF) are particularly
beneficial for tool and mould construction if machining must often be carried out in deep cavities. In
the Hi-Q/MRM version, the clamping nut has a smaller outer diameter when compared to the standard version. The Hi-Q/MRMC version is designed for internal coolant feed at high pressure of up to
150 bar. Sealing discs (DS/ER) and cooling discs (KS/ER) are inserted into the clamping nut. On the
one hand, these prevent dirt and chippings getting into the collet. On the other hand, they guide the
cooling lubricant through the collet directly onto the shaft and the cuts on the tool that is clamped.
Chippings are therefore discharged reliably from deep holes and flat grooves and the tool cutters are
cooled properly.
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About Rego-Fix
Master toolmaker Fritz Weber tapped into the spirit of optimism that promised success in the 1950s
and founded the small business Fritz Weber Feinmechanik und Werkzeugbau. With his innovative spirit and determination, Fritz Weber continued to expand the range of products. In 1972, he optimised
the E collet that had become well known. He called his version the ER collet, where the R stood for
Rego-Fix. Weber’s innovations had a significant impact on tool clamping technology and made him
world renowned. In 1993, the standard committee designated the ER collet as a German industrial
standard (DIN 6499). The designation ER collet then became the generic term for the most widely sold
clamping system for tools around the world.
Rego-Fix is a globally active, second-generation family business with more than 220 employees, and
produces and sells high-precision tool clamping systems. The company‘s headquarters is in Tenniken
in Switzerland; it is considered one of the world’s leading manufacturers of tool clamping systems
and has a global reputation in the metal machining industry. Through its global sales partner network,
with locations in Switzerland, the USA and Asia, Rego-Fix is in the best position and can be found all
around the world. With its pioneering product inventions, Rego-Fix has grown from a small company
into a global solutions provider for tool clamping systems. Each product is developed with the aim of
increasing productivity and produced with Swiss quality. The Rego-Fix products are particularly popular in the vehicle and aircraft construction, mould construction, machine construction, medical technology and watchmaking sectors.
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